Allevo Helps Micro-finance Institution Musoni Go Multi
Country and Multi Entity Ready
Using qPayIntegrator’s Multi Country and Multi Entity Ready new features,
and the Microsoft BizTalk Server Technology, Musoni expands their
geographical coverage
Press Release
Osaka, 29 October 2012: Following last year’s amazing success of qPayIntegrator deployment
in Musoni and a flawless practice for their operations in Kenya, the microfinance specialist with
headquarters in Amsterdam, decided to expand their activity in other countries as well.
Musoni enables clients to repay their loans using their mobile phones as easily as sending a
text message. qPayIntegrator is used to facilitate the automated processing of incoming loan
repayments, helping Musoni to quickly integrate disparate channels (including services provided
by mobile money transfer operators) and to gain efficient control of working capital, portfolio
management and business risk containment facilities to send disbursements to customers,
match confirmations and charges, process repayments and allocate them to the corresponding
loan accounts.
Due to the fact that “Allevo qPayIntegrator application, developed on Microsoft BizTalk Server,
plays a key part in Musoni’s ability to process customer payments quickly and efficiently, thus
distinguishing ourselves in the marketplace”, as Cameron Goldie-Scot, Musoni COO said,
Musoni decided to use qPayIntegrator and the capabilities of BizTalk Server to expand in other
countries, like Uganda and Tanzania.
Implementing qPayIntegrator’s Multi Country and Multi Entity Ready new features, Musoni will
broaden its service offering geographical coverage, while gaining competitiveness in the
increasingly multichannel world of financial services.
“Reliable yet cost effective integration of multiple transaction flows among applications is
essential for all types of financial institutions,” said Colin Kerr, industry solutions manager,
worldwide financial services at Microsoft. “We value our partnership with Allevo as they bring
innovative solutions to microfinance organizations like Musoni.”
“The successful practice of qPayIntegrator and implementation of its new features emphasizes
that the efficient collaboration of the parties, based on complementary skills and assets, is
instrumental in enabling financial services firms to continuously provide better and enhanced
services to their customers.” says Corina Mihalache, Director Business Analysis, Allevo.
Visit Allevo at Sibos Osaka at stand 3B11 and find out more on how we can help bring your
business forward.

